












































































































ss”、“zhang ss; Zhang s s”、“zhang ss; Zhang sansan”、




s s; Zhang s s”、“zhang s s; Zhang sansan”、“zhang s s;
Zhang san san”等表达方式；张三，则自动生成“zhang s;
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Design and Implementation of Citation Distinguishing Software
Based on the Python
Ren Heng
Lanzhou Information Center, Chinese Academy Sciences, Lanzhou 730000
Abstract: Distinguishing self-citation or other-citation is one of the most important parts in providing citation report,
and which can identify the scientific research value, academic influence of scientific research results, the quality of
scientific research as well as the recognition of peer scholar. Based on the self- citation and other- citation principle and
framework, this paper proposes different approaches in different standards to distinguish the“the author”,“one of the
research group members”and“one of the authors”in the light of references of the four modules of data download and date
preprocessing, citation standard input and output. There are five indicators, such as total labor time, total software usage
time, saved labor time, efficiency, and software citation data accuracy, to evaluate efficiency of operations, accuracy,
stability and practicability of Citation Distinguishing Software, and 50% promoted efficiency and 99.30%~100% accuracy
rate can ensured that the software is put into practical work. On the foundation of ensuring the accuracy of data, building a
search and retrieval software with high accuracy, data downloading, citation differentiation, report generation and other
functional modules is the priority for further action, supporting domestic relevant institutions and practitioners to carry out
related work, and thus accurately support the scientific and technological innovation activities of researchers.
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